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An Interview with Greg Bowe

CBY CAROL A. TWIGGJ

Editor's Note: The following is an interview with Greg

Bowe, currently a research fellow at the Center for Urban

Education and Innovation in the College of Education at

Florida International University (FIU), where he directed the

Undergraduate Writing Program for seven years. Founded in

1972, FIU is a large public urban university in Miami. Enroll-

ment on its two campuses currently stands at 34,000, with

an anticipated future growth of 40,000. FIU recently passed

UCLA to become the nation's number one graduator of

Hispanic students with the bachelor's degree.

Carol A. Twigg is president and CEO of the National Center for Academic
Transformation (NCAT), which provides leadership to colleges and universi-
ties on how the effective use of information technologv can improve student
learning while reducing instructional costs. Since 1998. NCAT has sup-
ported more than 60 institutions in their efforts to redesign large-enrollment
introductory courses using information Technology.
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CT: When you first contacted me to let
NCAT know about your course redesign
program at FIU, I immediately felt that I'd
met a kindred spirit. It's not just that I be-
gan my academic career teaching English
composition—and could well remember
how it felt to grade what seemed to be a
never-ending stream of student papers. It's
that your efforts epitomize the "resource-
fulness is more crucial than resources" no-
tion that's so central to NCAT's Program
in Course Redesign. By analyzing how
faculty members and students were spend-
ing their time in the writing course and
thinking clearly about its learning goals,
you were able to redesign a large-enroll-
ment course and achieve the twin objec-
tives of improving the student learning
experience and reducing the burdensome
aspects of faculty workload.

CJB: Yes. It's always seemed to me
that re-thinking how a course is orga-
nized is the key to making substantive
improvements. 1 was very excited when
NCAT announced its Program in Course
Redesign in 1998, because it resonated
with the ideas I was working on when I
arrived at FIU as the Writing Program
Administrator at about the same time.
While many members of the higher
education community think "technol-
ogy" when they think of NCAT's work,
it was clear to me that your emphasis on
redesigning courses to improve learning
and reduce costs comes first, and what
people do with the technology to allow
tbat to happen follows. So I'd say that
"kindred spirit" is an apt description.

THE PROBLEM

CT: Let's start at the beginning.
What was the state of FIU's basic writing
course when you arrived in the fall
of 1998?

( J B : The 100 sections of the basic
writing course each year were taught
largely as remedial courses, with a focus
on grammar drills. The curriculum var-
ied from instructor to instructor, and the
failure rate was high. At FIU, a majority-
minority institution where 75 percent of
the students bring another language to the
classroom, second-language issues com-
plicate the teaching of writing.

It was difficult to know who disliked
the course more—the instructors or the
students. Most of the instructors—ad-
juncts who were paid S2,000 to teach the
three-credit course—were trained as liter-
ary scholars, and fewer than 20 percent
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had had any linguistics or ESOL training.
Predictably, morale was low.

("T: Since the student body at n U has
seven or eight languages other than Eng-
hsh along with varying degrees of experi-
ence in speaking, listening, and writing in
English into the classroom, how do you
decide who should take basic writing?

<;B: The minimum scores on the ACT
or the SAT required for admission to FIU
are set by the board of regents of the state
university system. All students whose
verbal scores fall below the board's mini-
mums must successfully complete Essay
Writing, the basic writing course, before
taking the required two-course sequence
of Freshman Composition and Literary
Analysis. Since neither the SAT (at least
until this year) nor the ACT require any-
thing like the kind of writing done in a
college writing class, complaints about
misplaced students are chronic.

CT: So basic-writing students at FTU
are a heterogeneous lot. Yet the way in
whicb traditional courses are organized
treats students as if they are the same—
with the same interests, the same back-
grounds, the same skill levels.

GB: Right. Instructors frequently
complained that they were addressing

only three or four out of 25 students at a
time. Teaching writing to such a diverse
group was difficult, as it was for students
to learn under such conditions.

THE ANALYSIS

CT: So you had a problem that called
for course redesign. NCAT's course-rede-
sign methodology begins by asking facul-
ty members how they spend their time in
preparing and teaching their courses. This
analysis helps them identify which parts
of the course are likely targets for change.
I understand that you did something simi-
lar when you first arrived.

GB: That's right. During the fall 1998
semester, I surveyed all instructors who
regularly taught writing courses—either
Essay Writing or Freshman Composi-
tion—about how they spent their time.
They described a workload familiar to
writing instructors everywhere:

Activity Average hours
per week

In class

In conference

Preparation

Office hours

Reading and grading

Total

2.5
0

2.5

1

12

18

CT: One number that stands out is
the time spent reading and grading pa-
pers. Everyone who has taught a writing
course (including me) knows that this is
the most time-consuming task.

GH: That's for sure. Fully two-thirds
of each instructor's time was being spent
outside of class, in the absence of the
student. The other number that stands
out is the "0" next to in-conference time.
The student/instructor conference, in one
form or another, has been a consistent
and productive feature of writing instruc-
tion in America for 150 years. In the last
30 years, conferences have found a com-
fortable home in writing centers as well
as in many classrooms. Yet in 1998 there
were almost no student/instructor confer-
ences happening at FIU.

When the two numbers are examined
together, it's obvious that instructors
were spending a good deal of time teach-
ing writing courses, but 80 percent of that
time was being spent while the instruc-
tor and the student were not together.
We wanted to change that. We wanted
to increase the amount of time spent in
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conferences and to reduce the crushing
burden of reading and grading papers at
home. In the words of Libby Miles, these
were "disturbing practices...cry[ing] out
to be disturbed."

CT: Adjunct faculty members teach
most of the writing courses at FIU. How
did this come about?

GB: When FIU opened in the early
1970s, it was as an upper-division institu-
tion, admitting juniors and seniors only.
The first two years of college were the
exclusive province of Miami-Dade Com-
munity College. The English department
hired specialists in British and American
literature to cover the usual period studies
but no composition/rhetoric faculty. This
upper/lower division separation, with
community colleges preparing students
for further education at FIU, continued
for the next 11 years. So there never was
a "freshman English problem" during the
formative years of FiU for the simple rea-
son that there were no freshmen.

In 1983, the first lower-division stu-
dents arrived on campus with the same
skills and abilities as students every-
where, but the faculty members in the
English department were not prepared—
staffed, really—to deal with their needs.
The work of teaching writing, then, fell
predictably, if not inevitably, to part-
time faculty. By 1998, part-time faculty
taught 95 percent of all writing classes
at FIU, and writing classes comprised
two-thirds of all the courses taught in
the department.

CT: Part-timers often teach multiple
sections of writing courses at more than
one school. If one teaches five sections
per week (a not-uncommon adjunct
load in Miami), the workload adds up to
around 90 hours in a week. Not possible!

GB: And we all know what instructors
do under the strain of teaching 125-150
writing students. To survive, they cut cor-
ners and make compromises. Some give
fewer assignments or shorter ones in an
attempt to reduce the paper load. Others
adopt a strategy of marking up only the
first page and asking students to follow
their guidance in revising the remain-
ing pages. Still others sample papers for
grading, choosing five papers per class to
receive marginal comments.

CT: When we think about course re-
design at NCAT. we focus simultaneously
on improving the quality of student learn-
ing and reducing the time that faculty
spend on the course. Were you thinking
CHANGE • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2006

of one or the other when you began to
redesign the writing course?

GB: The goal of redesigning the basic
writing course at FIU was primarily to
enrich the students' experience ofthe
course by increasing the time they and
their instructors spent together and sec-
ondarily to improve the material condi-
tions of the job by reducing the amount of
time instructors spent reading and grad-
ing stacks of papers.

THE SOLUTION

CT: And the solution was..,?
GB: We had a rough model in mind—

from successful practice in writing cen-
ters—of students sitting together at a table
with instructors to work on their writing.
How then, could we bring this vague vi-
sion into being in actual classrooms?

As it turned out, the key was to aban-
don the classroom and have students and
faculty meet in five-student group confer-
ence sessions. Conducting small group
conferences limited the range of student
abilities before an instructor at any given
time. By working with only five students,
an instructor could accomplish a great
deal in only one hour.

VT: That's a great idea, but wouldn't
this increase instructor workload?

GB: Absolutely. With 25 students, this
strategy would call for five more hours a
week from the instructor. The only way
to incorporate group conferences without
further adding to the already oppressive
teaching burden was to substitute them
for class time.

So here's what we decided: 2.5 hours
of classroom time per week would be
replaced hy five hours of conference time
(five groups of five students each, meeting
for one hour per week.) We thought that
subtracting two hours of class prep time
would substantially offset the increase in
the instructor's time with students. Further,
we calculated that meeting in the groups
and leading a combination of discussions
and cold conferences on student drafts
would result in a significant reduction in
time spent reading and grading.

CI : Your solution seems counterintui-
tive. Most academics think that students
in hasic writing classes need more time in
class, not less. How was it received?

GB: There was some resistance to re-
ducing the time each student would spend
in class from three hours per week (2.5 hrs
in class and an optional half hour in office
hours) to one hour per week in conference.

But meeting in groups of five for one
hour a week instead of in classes of 25
for 2.5 hours a week actually results in an
increase in the amount of attention each
student gets from the instructor. It's not
the paradox it seems. The instructor has
doubled the time she is available to spend
with students. Furthermore, with only
five students per conference for a full
hour, each student is actively engaged for
the whole conference session.

In contrast, in a study of classroom
discourse in 450 secondary-school
literature classroom sessions, Martin
Nystrand and his colleagues found that,
on average, a student gets only three
minutes of an instructor's time in a 25-
student, twice-a-week class. Active peer
discussion averages less than one minute
per session (50 seconds per class in the
eighth-grade classes and less than 15
seconds in ninth grade).

C1': That's consistent with our expe-
rience. We see over and over again how,
even in small classes, students are pas-
sive recipients of faculty presentations.
Reorganizing how faculty and students
spend their time is often key to greater
student engagement.

Another question: Even though we've
noted that resourcefulness is more crucial
than resources, resources must be taken
into consideration when one thinks about
redesign. How did resource issues affect
your planning?
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GB: What was immediately clear
was that the possibilities for design-
ing a new version of the course were
circumscribed by available resources.
We couldn't simply start up a writing
center because there was no new source
of money for such a project. In addition,
composition courses taught hy adjuncts
had evolved into perhaps the most sig-
nificant source of FTE funding in the
College of Arts and Sciences, and the
college had come to depend heavily on
the $8 million dollars in revenue gener-
ated by these courses each year. No plan
that interrupted such a revenue stream
could be countenanced.

CT: So how did you translate your
ideas into a fully redesigned course?

MAKING IT HAPPEN

GB: In the summer of 1999, the first
five sections of our basic writing course
were taught entirely in conference. The
newly configured course preserved the
outer shell ofthe administrative status quo
(that is, instructors still taught a full sec-
tion of 25 students, who generated three
student credit hours each), hut almost ev-
erything on the inside was different.

There were no regularly scheduled
class meetings. Instead, each instructor's
25 students were divided into five groups
of five students each, called "writing
circles." Each writing circle met with the
instructor for one full hour every week
in an office, conference or group study
room, or even in an open space in the
library, cafeteria, bookstore, coffee shop,
or outdoors.

The face-to-face meetings roughly
followed a six-step version of the writ-
ing process (observe, imagine, model,
draft, revise, evaluate.) Our focus was
on getting students to experience several
full cycles of the behaviors associated
with writing papers while seated with an
instructor and four other students. Each
student brought five copies of his or
her work to the meefings ofthe writing
circles for the others in the group, and
students built up their papers step-by-step
with each other's help and feedback at all
stages of the writing process.

CT: Did information technology play
any role in the redesign?

GB: Yes. Between the weekly
meetings, students used a third-party
CD-ROM with interactive pre-writing
activities and a workbook to develop
their papers. From the beginning, instruc-
tors and students were less than happy
with the software. It was technologically
cumbersome, and its content was not well
suited to our student body. But for a while
it served our purposes, allowing students
to spend two to three hours per week out-
side ofthe writing circles using the les-
son CDs. We've now developed our own
CD-ROMs and workbooks, and we've
pleased with how well they work.

R E A C T I O N S

CT: Yotir experience is like that of many
ofthe projects involved in our redesign pro-
gram—that is. the technology is important
in engaging students outside of class and
preparing them for class, but the key ele-
ment of the redesign is re-organizing the
way faculty and students spend their time.
Did you find this to be true?

GB: Absolutely. The reductions in
time spent reading and grading were im-
mediate and significant. The five instruc-
tors reported that they spent less than
three hours per week, on average, read-
ing papers at home. All the instructors
warmly embraced the substantial savings
of time as an improvement in working
conditions. Instead of seeing stacks of

papers when they thought about teaching
a writing course, instructors were now
seeing small groups of students.

At the same time they felt closer to
their students than ever. One reported in
amazement that she knew the names of
all 25 by the second meeting. Instruc-
tors said that the papers handed in were
among the best they had seen in the basic
writing course. One noted that having
four or five face-to-face meetings with
students before they turned in a paper did
two things: 1) it gave students the best
chance to write good papers, and 2) the
focus on pre-writing was better than try-
ing to motivate students to re-write. In
addition, plagiarism disappeared. Work-
ing in small groups made it simply im-
possible to fake a paper. Even better than
eliminating the time-consuming police
action of checking suspect papers, stu-
dents were learning that writing a paper is
a very doable task.

CT: When Jack Wilson and his col-
leagues at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
developed the studio model as an alterna-
tive to lectures in introductory math and
science courses, a primary goal was to get
the students to talk more and the profes-
sors to talk less. They had T-shirts made
for the faculty that said. "Help me. I'm
talking and 1 can't shut up!" Does this
resonate with your experience?

GB: Definitely. Courtney Cazden's
recent work in classroom discourse
analysis describes the asymmetry in typi-
cal classrooms between the rights and ob-
ligations of instructors and students over
the right to speak. To describe the dif-
ference in the bluntest terms, instructors
have the right to speak at any time and to
any person; they can fill any silence or
interrupt any speaker; they can speak to a
student anywhere in the room and in any
volume or tone of voice. And no one has
any right to object.

Writing circles, by contrast, are dom-
inated hy students. Often instructors can
he seen struggling to get back into the
conversation. The conversation itself is
distinguished by its richness. It is full of
gesture, of sometimes chaotic but never
authoritarian turn-taking, and ofthe
incredible generosity of students listen-
ing to accented English. Three-quarters
of each contact hour is spent in active
discussion that is genuinely helpful to
the writers.

CT: How did students like the
change?
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GB: Instead of complaining quietly on
end-of-term evaluations, students were
enthusiastic about the new arrangement.
Higher grades (they went up 25 percent)
and a lower failure rate (down a quarter)
supported them.

Measured against its primary and
secondary goals of moving students and
instructors closer together and relieving
the crushing and unproductive burden
of reading and grading papers outside of
class, the pilot program was a success.

STRUCTURAL IMPEDIMENTS

CT: So what did you do next?
GB: We began to try to integrate the

program into existing administrative
structures.

CT: In the Program in Course Rede-
sign, we've recommended that faculty/
administrative teams be involved in rede-
sign efforts because significant pedagogi-
cal changes have logistical consequences.
Did you fmd this to be true?

GB: Yes. The overtly simple act of
exchanging class time for conference
time tumed out to be not so simple aiter
all. Our alterations to the "maps" of the
times and spaces in which the work of the
writing course was done thrust into high
relief the deeply embedded administra-
tive structures that undergird and lock in
accepted practices.

CT: One of those structures, I imag-
ine, must have been finding places to
meet in small groups. How difficult was it
to find appropriate space on campus?

GB: Our five hour-long meetings
simply did not fit into the twice-weekly.
1.25-hour meeting times for classrooms.
We could use the assigned classrooms on
Monday and Wednesday from 8 a.m. to
9:15 a.m. for only two conference meet-
ings. Besides, the 25-student classrooms
were too big and not nearly as well suited
to the dynamics of a six-person confer-
ence as, for example, some of the group-
study rooms in the library.

We also learned that some classrooms,
while appropriately sized, were neverthe-
less unsuitable because of furniture: they
complied with the fire marshal's code
requiring that all seats be bolted to the
floor. Sitting in a row makes conversation
too difficult to manage. An arrangement
of a table and six chairs in any reasonably
quiet on-campus environment is prefer-
able to classrooms with fixed seating.

But as the number of conference sec-
tions at FIU grew each semester, we
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quickly ran out of easy-to-find meeting
places for the writing circles. One writing
circle met for a whole semester around
the grill in a Hospitality Program cook-
ing-demonstration classroom.

CT: So what did you do?
GB: After some discussion, we of-

fered to take a number of sections off the
schedule—that is, to retum times and
rooms during peak demand hours in ex-
change for one or two large classrooms
that would accommodate two or three
conferences simultaneously. The Office
of Space and Scheduling was very inter-
ested in a classroom giveback, especially
in the prime-time hours between 8 a.m.
and 2 p.m. They agreed to find us the
larger rooms and any other small rooms
that might be available in exchange for
returning a number of high-demand
classrooms. And although we've been
consistently successful, it has been neces-
sary to go through this "scrounging" ex-
ercise at the beginning of every term.

CT: It sounds like you were unwilling
to take no for an answer at FIU when it
came to overcoming obstacles to imple-
menting your redesign.

GB: You're right. Here's another
example. The Registrar's Office told us
that it was just not possible to have a
class without a specifically assigned time
and room. That was quite correct: with-
out a specific location and time, a class
couldn't be entered into the registration
system, and students would be unable to
sign up for it. That meant we had to list a
time and room assignment. So students
came to the first whole-class meeting and
then were broken into five small groups,
which met somewhere else for the rest of
the term. As you can imagine, this was
pretty confusing.

After a couple of chaotic starts,
we worked out a compromise. In the
registration materials where days and
times appeared for "regular" sections,
the conference course sections directed
students to a Web site where they found
information about selecting a conference
time. Students taking a conference course
could then register in any open section.

Before this, we had asked instructors
to identify five hours when they would
like to run their five writing circles—or
10 hours if they were teaching two sec-
tions. Then we filled an appointment
book with all the one-hour time slots
identified by the instructors, with spaces
for five students each. Students chose

the time that best fit their schedules. This
scheme offered more flexibility to both
students and instructors.

At the end of the day, all the slots were
filled, but instructors had students from
many different sections in their writing
circles. Class rosters reflected only the
students who had registered online, not
the students who were actually present
in the instructors' writing circles. So at
the end of the term, we transferred the
grades each instructor had assigned to the
students in his writing circles to the ap-
propriate roster. Once all the grades were
redistributed—two hours worth of "grade
BINGO" with three or four volunteer
instructors and lots of Cuban coffee^the
rosters were returned to the registrar.

CT: You've told me previously that
there is more administrative buy-in at
Broward Community College. How are
things different there?

GB: At BCC, which began to use writ-
ing circles in the 2004 spring term, the
administration has been supportive and
actively cooperative from the outset. The
deans and chairs at each of the college's
campuses have identified and committed
permanent space for teaching in confer-
ence, so there's no need to go begging
for "scraps" of space at the last minute.
This physical permanence demonstrates
BCC's commitment to an innovative
pedagogical strategy.

BCC has also addressed the sched-
uling issue. Each five-person writing
circle is treated as a separate section,
with its own course reference number
and a cap of five students instead of the
usual 25. Since space has already been
dedicated for conferencing, students en-
roll in their writing circle exactly as they
would for any other class—no first-day
here, rest-of-term there and no give-
away-and-take-backs of classrooms—no
confusion at all. The savings in terms of
administrative overhead and potential
for confusion are incalculable.

CT: It sounds as though things run
much more smoothly with cooperation
among various stakeholders, at least as
far as scheduling is concemed. But it
would seem that adopting a five-student
group as the basic unit of registration
could lead to a number of other enroll-
ment efficiencies as well.

GB: That's true. FIU has the familiar
problem of forecasting the number of
seats in each class that will be required
each term. The difficulties of this guess-
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ing game are well known: too many sec-
tions and last-minute cancellations mean
that an adjunct is suddenly out of work.
Too few students and sections need to be
added at the last minute, staffed hy who-
ever is available.

One idea would be to schedule and
allow partial payment for each circle. A
composition section of 25 students can he
viewed as five writing circles, with each
circle representing one-fifth of a sec-
tion. One circle, then, is worth 1/5 ofthe
compensation for a traditional section. If
part-time faculty members, for example,
are paid the national average of $2,100
per section, then one extra circle is worth
$420. Instructors on the schedule would
be asked in advance if they would be
willing to take on an extra circle, should
the need arise, for an extra $420. Full-
time faculty, by the same token, would
be paid one-fifth of their per-course com-
pensation for an extra circle.

If history suggests that 22 sections of
the basic writing course are needed in the
fall semester, the English department can
schedule 20 sections of the conference
classes (or 100 five-student circles.) If the
22-section number turns out to be correct,
there will be 50 students, or 10 writing
circles, in need of an instructor. These
50 students can be admitted, five at a
time, into writing circles and assigned to
willing instructors. In the event of over-
enrollment, there will he no last-minute
scramble to find an instructor, a room,
and a time to run a late section for the stu-
dents not yet seated. In the case of under-
enrollment. there may be only lO-to-15
students above the number predicted for
the 20 sections. Fewer willing instructors
would pick up an extra circle, hut at least
no one would lose a semester's income
on the first day of class.

The writing circle can offer an ad-
ministrative advantage over convention-
al structures by virtually guaranteeing
that there will be no empty seats in
classrooms. Instead of posting whole
sections and risking a half-empty class
of 12 or 15 students, the greatest number
of unfilled seats would be a half-empty
circle, or two students.

RESULTS

CT: You've told me that students
continue to enthuse about the small class
size, getting to know one another and the
instructor, and improving their writing.
But where is the proof that the writing
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circles are effective? Have you assessed
student learning outcomes or student
completion rates?

GB: We have some very gross mea-
sures of success. For example, audio and
video tapes of writing circles show that
45 minutes of each hour, on average, are
spent in student-to-student talk. In ad-
dition, instructors are happier with the
writing they get from students. There is
some concern with grade inflation in the
basic writing course, since grades have
gone up, but the teaching staff insists
they are giving higher grades for better
papers. The failure rate has dropped by
70 percent. Completion rates have re-
mained the same.

Finer assessments ofthe effective-
ness of teaching in writing circles are
certainly needed, and some have been
initiated. For example, we have begun to

collect responses to the Daly-Miller Test
of Writing Apprehension. Mike Rose's
Writing Attitudes Questionnaire, and the
College Classroom Environment Scales
(CCES), the last of which measures
student perception ofthe collaborative
nature of classrooms. We'll use the data
from such instruments to help us place
our work in the context of other pro-
grams and methods.

In the last year, we've also begun to
collect data from both writing circles and
conventional sections to compare the
learning results. We're administering the
Rose Questionnaire and the Daly-Miller
Test at the beginning and end ofthe term
and the CCES at the end of the term. We
hope to record and analyze sufficient data
by the summer term of 2005. Addition-
ally, we continue to videotape writing
circles meetings and to conduct exit inter-
views with students when possible.

But perhaps the most significant assess-
ments will come fi'om implementations
currently underway at other campuses. The
value of teaching in writing circles will be
different from one institution to another
One school may be more interested in im-
proving the retention of first-time college
students, while another may be looking
for a way out of a critical classroom-space
shortage. As we see more implementations,
and as we follow writing circles students
over their college careers, we'll begin to
build a sharper picture of exactly what
teaching writing in small groups can do.

CT: You spoke earlier about "disturb-
ing practices crying out to he disturbed."
Has the continuous redesign process
been disturbing?

GB: It's certainly changed things. As
of this writing, more than 600 sections
and more than 10.000 students at FIU
have completed a writing-circles course.
By the end of the program's fifth year
in the summer of 2004, all sections of
Essay Writing at FIU's University Park
Campus were taught in writing circles.
The number of sections fluctuates with
changes in the admissions profile from
year to year, but it's ranged from 40 to
110 over the past five years. This suc-
cessful experience with teaching writing
in small groups has called into question
the tradition of the 25-student class with
twice-weekly meetings as the basic unit
of writing-course administration.

CT: One ofthe questions that we are
frequently asked is whether the initial
course redesigns have had a larger impact
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at their respective institutions—that is,
have there been efforts to transfer what
you've learned to other courses at FIU?

GB: After the third iteration, some of
the instructors asked why smali groups
wouldn't work in our first-year course,
Freshman Composition. To no one's
surprise, the transition was immediately
successful. While the option to take a
traditional course is always available, the
overwhelming majority of students who
have taken basic writing in conference
seek out a conference section of Fresh-
man Composition as well. As a result, 20
percent of the 10,000 students numbered
above are students from the Freshman
Composition course.

In fact, in the 2003-2004 academic
year, more than half of all sections of
Freshman Composition were taught in
conference, with the same levels of en-
thusiasm as in the basic writing course.
The numher of conference classes in both
courses has continued to rise at the re-
quest of students and instructors.

("I': What about transferring what
you've learned to courses at other institu-
tions?

GB: Some adjuncts have begun
spreading the writing-circles concept
to other institutions where they teach.
I've mentioned its adoption at Broward
Community College. Some of FIU's
part-time faculty have also brought it to
the attention of the English department
chair at Miami-Dade Community Col-
lege. To date, eight pilot sections have
been taught there.

C O N C L U S I O N

CT: So, looking back, have you
achieved your original goals in redesign-
ing the basic writing course?

GB: The redesigned version of the
basic writing course has demonstrably
achieved its goals. After some 18 starts,
I think that the writing circles version of
the course has taken on a life of its own.
Sometimes, buildings are said to be capa-
ble of "learning" after the period of their
construction has ended and the occupants
have moved in. In the same way, once
real students and instructors "moved in"
to the writing circles program, it contin-
ued to change in ways that we could not
have planned for or even predicted.

My favorite quotation from Karl E.
Weick sums up our experience at FIU:

"[Organizational] design as improvi-
sational theater [suggests that! redesign
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is a continuous activity, responsibility
for the initiation of redesign is dispersed,
interpretation is the essence of design,
resourcefulness is more crucial than
resources, the meaning of an action is
usually known after the fact, and a little
structure goes a long way."

Author's Note: With the arrival of a
new writing program administrator in

fall 2004, Florida International Uni-
versity decided to end the writing cir-
cles and return to a more traditional
format. The writing circles approach
is currently being implemented in Bob
Moses 'Algebra Project site at Lanier
High School in Jackson, Mississippi,
as well as at other public high schools
and community colleges. E
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